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pedestrians vehicle rear-ends. The landscape design endeavors to mitigate the effects of the 
expansive, covered parking that fronts the street with understory planting and canopy trees 
along the front property line, as well as with a narrow driveway entrance pushed to the northern 
edge of the property. However, staff recommends that the architect further investigate 
architectural buffers to lessen the impact of parked vehicles that, as a result of the design, face 
the street.   
 
VARIANCE REVIEW 
As identified under the ‘Project’ description of the analysis, the lot coverage variance being 
requested pertain primarily to the added square footages that the uncovered outdoor areas 
between the tree buildings constitute. The design’s unconventional distribution of enclosed 
residential space and outdoor recreation areas within the site’s developable area yields an 
excessive lot coverage.  The configuration of the residence as three separate bar buildings with 
large gardens between each, renders the outdoor areas to be interpreted as internal courtyards, 
and in turn counted towards lot coverage. Staff is supportive of the variance request since nearly 
27% of the 53% calculated lot coverage consists of outdoor open and covered areas.  The 
design unites indoor and outdoor living spaces that, in this case, penalizes the calculation of the 
lot coverage. Moreover, the design is also sensitive to its surroundings by keeping the majority 
of the massings at a one-story height, with only a two-story central building that is 6’-0” below the 
maximum building height allowed by the Code. Based on the supplemental analysis of the 
design and its impact on lot coverage and context, staff recommends that the variance be 
approved. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
In view of the foregoing analysis, staff recommends approval of the design and the variance 
subject to the following conditions enumerated in the attached Draft Order, which address the 
inconsistencies with the aforementioned Design Review criteria, Sea Level Rise criteria, and 
Practical Difficulty and Hardship criteria, as applicable. 
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